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Executive Summary

This paper addresses a growing concern to one of the most fundamental components of our democracy: how cybersecurity risks can influence the integrity of our elections. This past summer’s hacks and attempted network intrusions into a variety of Democratic Party networks and into election infrastructure highlight the urgency of the issue. The mounting evidence of Russian involvement, confirmed in an unprecedented statement by the Obama Administration in October, underscores the stakes. While there previously have been occasional – and mostly unfounded – concerns about localized voter fraud in U.S. elections, this is the first time a foreign nation attempt to influence a U.S. election by taking advantage of weaknesses in our cybersecurity.

Two vital questions emerge. First, how concerned should we be about election cybersecurity? Second, how vulnerable is the United States to a foreign power or other actor trying to undermine the public’s confidence in our elections? In examining these issues, we consider the motivations of hackers for targeting elections, the plausible threats to election security, and the effects of real and perceived manipulation.

We argue that foreign intelligence agencies, most prominently Russia’s, have plausible motivations and capabilities for some kinds of electoral interference. In addition, there are other actors, such as terrorist groups, partisan activists, and groups with narrow parochial interests, which might
seek to manipulate an election. There is a range of possible mechanisms for carrying out these threats, including targeting voters, voting rolls, voting machines, tabulation, and the dissemination of results. We draw on security audits and demonstrated cases of previous Russian operations in analyzing these risks. We argue that it is not just the reality of fraud that is concerning, but the perception of it. The effects of perceived illegitimacy can be deeply damaging and perhaps harder to counteract. In particular, persistent questions about electoral integrity may by itself advance foreign interests.

We put forth five recommendations for improving the cybersecurity of elections, showing their integrity, and guarding against threats. First, the federal government should designate election systems as critical infrastructure, catalyzing additional federal and state attention to improving cybersecurity. Second, backed by federal funding, states should purchase and deploy voting machines that generate a voter-verifiable paper audit trail. Third, states should expand their use of pre-election security audits to identify and remediate vulnerabilities. Fourth, states should establish or improve their post-election audit procedures, applying statistically rigorous methods to increase confidence in the reported results. Lastly, the United States should outline a clear policy on the seriousness of electoral interference as a means of deterring foreign adversaries.
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Introduction

In the summer and fall of 1984, the small locale of Wasco County, Oregon, readied itself for the coming election. Candidates campaigned, citizens registered, and officials prepared. A large group of followers of Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh, an Indian spiritual teacher, lived in a commune in the county. They, too, organized for Election Day. Worried that their candidates would not win the county election, they devised a multi-step plan. First, they would bring in thousands of individuals from around the country and attempt to register them locally. Second, they would use salmonella to poison the non-Rajneeshee people of Wasco County, thereby forcing these voters to stay home. In September and October 1984, the group spread the bacteria on salad bars in ten restaurants. The germs sickened 751 people in The Dalles, population 12,000, Wasco County’s largest town.

The plan failed. The county clerk ruled that those brought in from out of town were not eligible to vote. The poisonings, though significant, killed no one and were not recognized as an attack until later. As November arrived, the Rajneeshees predicted defeat and chose to boycott the election. By the next year, the group had begun to unravel. With mounting internal strife and facing federal investigation, its leaders planned—this time using guns—to assassinate the United States Attorney. That was also unsuccessful, and various Rajneeshee leaders served time in prison for the crimes.¹

We bring up this old case because it highlights several themes of renewed modern relevance. First, it shows the range of motivation behind election fraud and manipulation; election tampering can derive from geopolitical aims, but also from purely parochial interests. Second, the incident illustrates the unusual methods groups considering such manipulation pursue, and the countermeasures election officials must take to protect the system’s integrity against a wide range of threats. Third, it reveals the difficulty in achieving some kinds of electoral manipulation, especially on a large scale. The very small

¹For more on the incident, see Judith Miller, Stephen Engelberg, and William Broad, Germs: Biological Weapons and America’s Secret War, (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2002).
number of even small-scale election fraud cases is further testament to this fact. Nonetheless, the perception of manipulation can be deeply detrimental to the democratic process.

The intrusions into key networks of the Democratic Party and into parts of the American voting infrastructure are foreboding. They highlight the possibility of electoral interference via cyber means. The Obama Administration’s statement in October of 2016 that Russia was involved in at least some of these intrusions is deeply significant, and underscores how the digital integrity of elections is a matter of geopolitics as well as computer science. This intersection of technology and international affairs is a complex and vital one. The aim of this paper therefore is to consider, contextualize, and help mitigate the cybersecurity threats to American elections.

We argue that, while a foreign intelligence service is likely the most persistent and capable threat, a range of actors might have reason to try to interfere with the electoral process. Though actually swinging the result of a presidential election is a major challenge, even the appearance or allegations of improprieties are damaging. It is too late to fully mitigate this danger in 2016, but the cybersecurity of future elections should be a paramount concern. The paper’s goal is neither to catalogue every possible danger, nor to provide a technical roadmap of solutions. Instead, this paper seeks to frame this issue and elevate it as a topic of importance. The risk simply isn’t going away.

To make this argument, we have divided this paper into three sections, each linked to one of the above themes. The first section outlines categories of actors and their motivations for manipulating an election via cyber means. The second section offers a typology of different types of cyber threats to the election, building on excellent technical audits and work done by other researchers. The third and final section considers the difficulty of accomplishing such a task, but also the dangerous effects of perceived electoral irregularities, especially in the absence of verification mechanisms. We then conclude with five recommendations for improving the cybersecurity of elections.

---

2 A bipartisan report on electoral fraud concluded that successful electoral manipulation was “rare.” 'The American Voting Experience: Report and Recommendations of the Presidential Commission on Election Administration,' Presidential Commission on Election Administration, 2014, 55.
Motivations

Who might seek to manipulate an election, and why? Though this list of possible actors is hardly exhaustive, this section aims to show the multiplicity of conceivable incentives for electoral interference, the variety of potential actors, and the range of levels—local, state, and federal—possibly affected.

Perhaps the most widely discussed possibility is the potential for a foreign state to manipulate an election to advance its broad geopolitical interests. Trade deals, diplomacy, and military affairs all depend in large part on the political leadership of nations. The leaders of one state may wish to influence whom its interlocutors are in another. For this reason, there is a well-documented history, long preceding the use of cyber capabilities, of states interfering with the elections of other states. From 1945 to 2000, the United States and Russia combined to intervene in 117 national-level foreign elections. Sometimes this influence was overt, such as the American support for West Germany Chancellor Konrad Adenauer in 1953, but in many cases it was not. It is therefore entirely plausible, perhaps even likely, that cyber capabilities could play a role in similar modern efforts. For instance, hackers potentially linked to Russia attempted to interfere with Ukraine’s 2014 election; the mechanics of that attack will be discussed below.

Too frequently, though, the discussion of actors with the intent to interfere with an election ends here. This is a mistake that ignores other possible actors and their motivations. For example, a terrorist organization might attempt to undermine the legitimacy of an election. Such a group could have a preferred candidate, as demonstrated by the coordinated bombing of the Madrid subway in 2004. Those attacks killed 192 people three days prior to Spain’s general election and helped usher in a Prime Minister who withdrew Spanish forces from the Iraq War. A terrorist group also might

---


want to meddle with or undercut the practice of democracy. The group may claim responsibility for the attempt or attempt to remain covert.

At home, a candidate and political party could attempt to rig an election. The incentive here is obvious. The candidate and party is likely to believe that their view on the issues is correct, that the other side would do damage—perhaps irreparably so—in vital areas, and that electoral impropriety in this case serves long-run national interests. There are practical incentives as well. Access to power, funds, and higher offices could also motivate self-interested fraud. It is possible a candidate could undertake such an interference effort on his or her own, without the knowledge of the political party, and vice versa.

If talented and persistent enough, an individual unaffiliated with a campaign might try to hack an election. This individual could be motivated by partisan concerns, by a passionate view on a single issue, by aspirations of notoriety, or even by a desire to demonstrate the insecurity of the electoral process and prompt reform. This individual might have particular expertise in elections, in computer systems, or both. For instance, it is believed that Bruce Ivins, a senior biodefense researcher for the United States government, carried out the 2001 anthrax attacks; one motivation psychologists identified for his behavior is that the attacks “elevate[d] his own significance” and brought greater attention to the importance of biodefense research. A similar desire could prompt an individual to target the electoral system. Indeed, in 2016 the owner of a cybersecurity company was charged with hacking a Florida election system in order to highlight its vulnerabilities.

Lastly, there is possibility of more attacks like those by the Rajneeshees, in which local groups, concerned with parochial interest, try to manipulate an election. This group could interfere with a local election, but have effects that reach further or are perceived to do so, especially if they live in a swing state or swing region.

---


It is difficult to assess how many significant actors fall into each category. But, in the anticipation or aftermath of electoral irregularities, officials and analysts would do well to remember the broad range of possibilities rather than assume that a foreign government’s hand lies behind every turn. Without such a broad view, a careful analysis of competing hypotheses is not possible. Furthermore, the broader range of actors reveals the limits of strategies such as deterrence through cost imposition as a primary means of securing elections; not every actor on the list above will be easily deterred, even by prison or by geopolitical consequences. While deterrence has an important role, particularly in thwarting sophisticated potential adversaries, the overall problem of election security is made more manageable by solid cybersecurity designs that guard against simpler threats from less capable actors.
Threats

Electoral interference can take many forms. The mechanics of carrying out election fraud via cyber means are crucial to understanding which threats are credible and which are not. This section defines the threat of electoral interference as the illegitimate manipulation of voters or votes in an effort to change the outcome of an election or undermine the credibility of the result. Since the focus of this paper is on cyber capabilities, the typology of different threats that follows is limited only to those that directly employ the use of such capabilities. These are usually network intrusions. General information operations, such as radio, television, and social media efforts, fall outside of the scope of this paper.

Computer scientists divide threats into three categories: those that target the confidentiality of data or systems, those that target their integrity, and those that target their availability. This framework is useful for assessing the potential for manipulation or interference with the American electoral process. It is also useful to distinguish between manipulating voters (causing them to a cast a ballot for a preferred candidate) and manipulating votes (causing an actual casted ballot to be discounted or changed). Manipulation of confidentiality, integrity, and availability of various systems and data is useful for both types of operations. This has long been true—the Rajneeshees’ poisoning can be thought of as an attempt to limit voters’ availability—but cyber operations offer some new and interesting possibilities in scale and impact.

One way in which an actor targeting voters can influence the election is by making public damaging confidential information obtained via network intrusions. Using this tactic, the actor seeks to influence voters into choosing the actor’s preferred candidate or otherwise sows discord in the political process. The most prominent example comes from the summer of 2016, in which Russian actors released internal Democratic National Committee documents perceived as unflattering to the party. After the release of this information, Democratic National Committee Chairwoman Debbie Wasserman Schultz resigned, in part due to concerns that the committee had shown a preference during the primary nominating process. The actor or actors, using the pseudonym “Guccifer 2.0,” also released additional
documents, including the Democratic Party’s opposition file on Donald Trump, a large number of internal emails and strategy documents, and private information on donors and party officials.\(^8\)

Without cyber capabilities, this operation would have been much more difficult to complete. The private documents leaked throughout the summer of 2016 were apparently obtained via network intrusions into a variety of Democratic Party systems. By making confidential data public, the hackers may have intended to exert influence on the political process and on the election. Leaking the opposition file and strategy documents may have undercut future Democratic political efforts. The emails forced a distracting shake-up in party headquarters, while the personal details on donors and candidates may have a chilling effect on participation. But all of this includes some amount of speculation. It is too soon to say what many of the practical effects of the leaks are, what the motivation of the hacker or hackers might be, and—most importantly—whether or how voters take the resulting news stories into account. Influencing voters through the release of confidential information is a lengthy and uncertain undertaking.

A more direct tactic might be influencing voters by manipulating not just the confidentiality but also the integrity of information. Though it appears the documents from the Democratic Party were authentic, it would have been a challenge for the party to verify publicly the integrity, or lack thereof, if some documents were fake. In short, an actor could hack a targeted system, copy a large number of authentic documents, and then either manipulate those documents or add new ones with embarrassing—but untrue—information.\(^9\)

Russian hacks appeared to try this in 2016. They broke into the Open Society Foundation’s computer systems, copied budget and other documents, and posted them online. But before they did so, they added a line item to the budget suggesting that the foundation had given money to anti-corruption advocates in Russia, an allegation that appears to be false,

---

\(^8\) For an overview of the case, see Thomas Rid, ‘All Signs Point to Russia Being Behind DNC Hack’, \textit{VICE}, 25 July 2016.

\(^9\) For one discussion of the possibilities, see Bruce Schneier, ‘How Long until Hackers Start Faking Leaked Documents?’, \textit{The Atlantic}, 13 September 2016.
though one that generated discussion in the relevant communities.10 This tactic appears to be a cog in the broader Russian disinformation machine, an apparatus that former NATO Supreme Commander Phillip Breedlove said was capable of “the most amazing information warfare blitzkrieg we have ever seen in the history of information warfare.”11

Even with the tactic of false information, influencing voters is an indirect and inexact effort. Hackers might find more direct alternatives more appealing. Rather than targeting fickle voters, they can target votes and the voting process itself. Simply put, the disparate voting infrastructure in the United States—much of which was revamped after the contested 2000 election—has not been designed with cybersecurity as a priority. Once again, the confidentiality-integrity-availability triad is useful for conceptualizing threats.

The most immediate risk is that a hacker might manipulate a voting machine so that a vote for one candidate counts for someone else. This is an obvious attack on integrity. One method is to access the tabulation function on the machine itself. Sometimes this requires gaining physical access to the device, and there are a wide variety of conceptual attacks of this kind that have been demonstrated by researchers.12

Other times this manipulation can be done using wireless networks, if the voting machines connect to them. A 2015 audit by the Virginia government of some of its voting machines revealed gaping vulnerabilities in this area. The systems used a wireless connection to communicate with one another that used a default password of “abcde” and an old standard of encryption. The machines’ operating system was a 2002 version of Windows XP that was not patched with security updates and enabled attackers to exploit critical vulnerabilities and run their own code remotely. The Virginia testers were able to both bypass and crack the weak password used in the machines’ voting databases—also five letters long—and directly

view and modify voting and tabulation data.\textsuperscript{13} These particular machines have since been taken out of use, but they are not alone in exhibiting major flaws. A different series of voting machine audits of a variety of systems revealed a wide array of problems in access control, data processing, cryptography, and software design.\textsuperscript{14}

Another risk is that hackers might target the availability of key parts of the voting infrastructure. By making it harder for some people to vote, they could undermine confidence in the election and perhaps influence its outcome. For instance, an effort to slow the voting process in urban centers in Ohio would disproportionately hurt Democrats, while a similar digital attack on conservative rural areas in Pennsylvania would hurt Republicans. Such an attack could target the voting machines themselves, either slowing their operation or rendering them unavailable. In a 2002 primary in Florida, voting machines malfunctioned—for reasons not related to hacking—locking out voters and resulting in hours-long lines.\textsuperscript{15}

Or such an attack could target the verification systems used to ensure that individuals are eligible to vote, frustrating voters and forcing the use of provisional ballots. As voting rolls become digitized—some states such as Ohio have dramatically expanded their use of digital poll books on Election Day\textsuperscript{16}—this is an attack vector that could be increasingly appealing. Some of these systems have already suffered attacks on confidentiality. It appears that hackers have partially copied at least one state’s voting rolls, targeted more than 20 others, and prompted several states to temporarily


take their voter registration systems offline. While copying voter information is by itself not enormously significant—some interested parties can legally purchase some voting roll information without hacking—the relatively unsophisticated breaches demonstrate the low level of security in some voting roll systems. The attacks on confidentiality may undermine voter confidence or may be a precursor to a more serious attack on the availability or integrity of voter rolls. Removing large number of voters on the rolls is a serious risk, and one that would cause substantial upheaval on Election Day.

Tabulation mechanisms are another possible vector of attack. This category of operation recalls Josef Stalin’s famous statement: “I consider it completely unimportant who in the party will vote, or how; but what is extraordinarily important is this — who will count the votes, and how.” The risk to tabulation systems has already been demonstrated in other cases. In Ukraine in 2014, attackers deleted key files from the election commission’s vote tallying computers just days prior to the election, forcing officials to rely on backups. The compromise was so total that one investigator later said, “Literally, nothing worked.” As outlined earlier, at the machine or precinct level, security audits show that variety of compromises can enable attackers to manipulate the tabulation of votes.

Lastly, the distribution of timely and credible election results is a final possible area of weakness. For example, if automated data streams are used to inform news organizations of the outcome, attackers might manipulate these to try to goad the press into reporting things that will later be undercut or withdrawn. Or they might take control of a reporting stream such as an official Twitter account and disseminate false results directly; this occurred in.

---


18 For one perspective on the lack of sophistication in some of these breaches written by a veteran information security professional, see Chris Wysopal, ‘Election System Hacks: We’re Focused on the Wrong Things’, InfoWorld, 20 September 2016.


20 This quote appears in various forms. The best source appears to be the Russian-language book by Stalin’s former secretary. Boris Bazhanov, Memoirs of the Former Secretary of Stalin (Moscow: III Tysiacheletie, 2002).


2013 when hackers caused the Associated Press’s Twitter account to report that there had been a bombing in the White House and President Obama had been injured.23 Similar disinformation efforts could sow discord in the political process and undermine confidence in the election. The 2000 election, which featured news networks calling the key state of Florida for Al Gore before retractions and a bitter recount resulted in the eventual swearing-in of President Bush, might provide inspiration in this regard.

The 2014 attack on Ukraine also attempted to manipulate the reporting of election results to news networks. A Ukrainian official said, “Offenders were trying by means of previously installed software to fake election results in [a] given region and in such a way to discredit general results of elections of the President of Ukraine.” Election officials thwarted the software just forty minutes before results were due to be reported; curiously, pro-Russian TV nonetheless reported the fake results exactly, suggesting the possibility of coordinating electoral interference with other kinds of information operations.24

All told, the range of attack vectors aimed at either voters or votes is broad and disparate. We believe that each of these categories of threats represents a plausible risk and could be exploited by a sophisticated actor, with negative effects. For future elections, redesigning systems and processes to guard against these categories of threats is an imperative.

Effects

Conceptualizing various threats, as the last section did, is doable. It is substantially harder to carry out those threats. Here it is worth differentiating two categories of actors. First are those who seek to actively manipulate the election so that their preferred candidate is illegitimately declared the winner. Second are those that seek to undermine confidence in the vote, so that a defeated candidate can protest the outcome in a way that prompts at least some doubt in the general populace. In neither case does the candidate who appears to benefit have to know of the manipulation to play along; it is only human nature to convince oneself of victory, to contest elections that look like they are close, or to believe in political opponents’ capacity for foul play.

As the Rajneeshee case shows, electoral manipulation at a sufficient scale is a major challenge—and that was only a county election. Especially for a federal election, manipulation at a level required to swing the result is a significant undertaking. Historically, these challenges in scalability appear to have been a major check on the capabilities of outside actors to manipulate the voting process; possible exceptions are when the voting process itself was corrupted by local politics. The less close an election is, the harder it is to undetectably flip it.

Computers might make this hurdle easier to clear, since they generally enable operations to scale more quickly. But while cyber operations probably are more scalable than other previous efforts at electoral manipulation, in important respects attacks on the electoral system are substantially less scalable than other kinds of cyber operations. For some methods of interference, manipulating 1,000 votes requires 1,000 times as much effort as manipulating one vote.

Furthermore, there is no national voting system in the United States. Instead, state and local governments take the lead, involving a dizzying

---


26 Nicholas Weaver, ‘Secure the Vote Today’, Lawfare, 8 August 2016.
array of 8,000 entities across the country. A patchwork of technical systems—each with their own standards, safeguards, and quirks—matches this jurisdictional maze.\textsuperscript{27} To have a broader effect on votes, many methods of attack require hackers to understand and penetrate a variety of different systems, which increases the complexity and time required for operations and reduces scalability. FBI Director James Comey has claimed that this represents a form of security, saying that the system is too “clunky” to be broadly hacked easily.\textsuperscript{28} Naturally, the closer an election is, the fewer systems would need to be manipulated to change the overall result.

Nonetheless, some cyber operations do scale at least somewhat well. Finding a vulnerability in software used by a particular kind of voting machine might enable hackers to exploit that vulnerability in all areas that employ that kind of machine. Locating a central voter registration store could enable large numbers of voter records to be copied or manipulated at once. Pilfered documents with embarrassing information, real or fake, could go viral and influence voters, as might erroneous news reports. Vulnerabilities that affect the tabulation or reporting of votes, or that enable attackers to modify voting data at the end of the day are particularly worrisome. Security audits leave no doubt: many of America’s voting machines have exhibited significant vulnerabilities in the past, and it is likely that some continue to do so. A capable actor could, for a variety of reasons, try to take advantage of these systems.

In guarding against these risks, the trendline is positive. In the United States, most machines today produce a voter-verifiable paper trail that would enable recounts and audits. After a wave of voting machine failures in the 2000s, more states have switched to optical scanning systems in which the voter marks a paper ballot that also serves as evidence for later verification. In 2000, less than 30 percent of voters used such a system; in 2012, 56 percent did.\textsuperscript{29} Here the United States is following a global trend.

\textsuperscript{27} For a more detailed breakdown, see the Verified Voting Project.

\textsuperscript{28} Yet computer scientists have long warned against placing too much faith in so-called “security by obscurity.” Devlin Barrett, “U.S. Voting System So ‘Clunky’ It Is Insulated from Hacking, FBI Director Says”. \textit{The Wall Street Journal}, 8 September 2016.

\textsuperscript{29} Ben Wofford, ‘How to Hack an Election in Seven Minutes’, \textit{Politico}, 5 August 2016.
voting systems, such as the Netherlands, have reversed course.\textsuperscript{30} Some critical elections, such as Britain’s referendum on leaving the European Union, are counted entirely by hand.\textsuperscript{31}

But the slope of this positive trendline is nonetheless too shallow. A sizable percentage of precincts still use systems that are potentially open to manipulation and that sometimes also lack a voter-verifiable paper trail.\textsuperscript{32} Five states lack such paper trails entirely and in some states, including swing states like Pennsylvania, a majority of counties do not use machines with voter-verifiable paper trails.\textsuperscript{33} Severe funding shortfalls prevent the updating of voting machines and means that they are often used well past their intended use date. In 2016, 43 states will use voting machines that are more than ten years old, many of which are no longer manufactured and are difficult to maintain.\textsuperscript{34} The design flaws and security vulnerabilities of some of these machines are likely impossible to correct.\textsuperscript{35}

The second category of actors and attacks—those that just seek to cast doubt—is thus much more plausible. There are several mechanisms through which this effect could be achieved. A hacking effort that creates some irregularities can foster a perception of illegitimacy. In the same way that long lines in Democratic areas of Ohio in 2004 caused some to question—likely incorrectly—that state’s overall vote for President Bush, a hacking effort could raise doubts even when none should exist. Even evidence of an unsuccessful hacking attempt in some areas could provide an misperception that hackers were successful elsewhere.

Hackers can also try to create doubt directly. In order to raise doubts about legitimacy, they could provide evidence of their actions, such as videos of electronic vote manipulation or unauthorized access. These


\textsuperscript{32} Weaver, ‘Secure the Vote Today’.

\textsuperscript{33} For one visualization, see Haley Sweetland Edwards and Chris Wilson, ‘See How Likely It Is That Your Voting Booth Gets Hacked’, TIME, 19 September 2016.

\textsuperscript{34} Lawrence Norden and Christopher Famighetti, ‘America’s Voting Machines at Risk’, Brennan Center for Justice, 2015.

\textsuperscript{35} For more, see ‘Written Testimony of Andrew W. Appel’: House Subcommittee on Information Technology, 2016.
kinds of communications—part-boast, part-threat, part-influence operation—have gained such prominence as to become their own genre, appearing after the hacks of Sony, Aramco, Sands Casino, and many others. Most relevant, though, is that the online statements of Guccifer 2.0, the hacker or hackers of the Democratic Party, certainly fall into this category. One can imagine exclusive evidence of hacking given to news organizations on Election Day, mirroring the way in which Guccifer 2.0 has sometimes parceled out documents to relevant publications in the summer of 2016.36

Candidates themselves can exacerbate the problem of perceived illegitimacy. Faced with either evidence of hacking attempts or claims of manipulation, a losing candidate may seize on any irregularities as signs of broader foul play. This is possible even if the hackers did not actually flip the election, and perhaps even if there were no hacking incidents at all. By refusing to concede and by alleging impropriety, a candidate may do damage to the democratic process and to the incoming administration. One of the cornerstones of American politics, even in contested elections like 2000’s, is the eventual concession by the candidate who is judged to have lost, even as a result of voting irregularities; the possibility of hacking, especially by a foreign power or political opponent, may make a peaceful transition of power more difficult.

The perception of illegitimacy is damaging. We believe that, in order to jeopardize the perceived legitimacy of an election, a hacker does not need to flip the results but only to cause doubt. Evidence of hacking-related irregularities, credible claims by hackers, and candidates quick to sense fraud all can threaten the perception of fairness that is central to the electoral process. In order to strengthen this perception in the face of such threats—and ensure the reality of an equitable and secure process—it is time to get serious about electoral cybersecurity.

36 For example, see Joe Uchill, ‘Guccifer 2.0 Releases New DNC Docs.’ The Hill, 13 July 2016.
Recommendations

We make five recommendations for improving electoral cybersecurity, drawing in part on research that has already been carried out by both computer and political scientists.

First, the federal government should identify election systems, including vote tabulation and official results dissemination mechanisms, as critical infrastructure. This is a subject of great debate, as some states fear that such a designation would increase federal control over elections. We also recognize that American elections have long been run by local and state administrators, and think it should remain that way. We agree with one poll of security professionals in thinking that designating something as critical does not make it secure.

Nonetheless, within the federal government, the designation of critical infrastructure is an important one that is reserved for systems of the highest importance. We think that, because of their central role in democracy, election systems qualify as critical infrastructure. The federal government should acknowledge as much under Section 9 of the 2013 Executive Order on cybersecurity. It should use this designation to make available to states and localities funding and other resources to assist their efforts to ensure the integrity of the process. Federal assistance to locally-run elections sends a strong signal about the importance of the matter to both domestic and international audiences, even if it is not in itself a sufficient condition for achieving security.

Second, every vote should involve a paper ballot marked by—or at least verifiable by—the voter. A clear paper trail is vital for voter confidence and enables more credible audits and recounts. In exceptionally close races, such as the 2008 Minnesota Senate election, paper trails have been valuable in determining the winner of the election and ensuring

---

37 Even without such a designation, some states have declined federal assistance for fear of losing control over the election. Aliya Sternstein, ‘At Least One State Declines Offer for DHS Voting Security’, NextGov, 25 August 2016.


legitimacy. Historically, contested races without a paper trail have been more contentious and harder to resolve, a problem made only more serious by the increased risk of computer hacking.\footnote{For more, see Mark Lindeman et al., ‘Principles and Best Practices in Post Election Audits’, Election Audits, 2008.}

Election authorities have made progress on this front in recent years, but that progress must be accelerated. In 2016, around one-quarter of Americans will still vote using machines that lack such a paper trail.\footnote{Edwards and Wilson, ‘See How Likely It Is That Your Voting Booth Gets Hacked’.}

Just as the 2000 election led to the removal of punch card machines and increased federal funding for new equipment, Congress should use the hacking threats of 2016 as an impetus for action. Additional funding for a voter-verifiable paper trail in all future elections is essential as a bulwark against perceptions of a hacked result.

Third, election authorities should encourage security audits and strengthen digital security practices for election systems. Many of the vulnerabilities discussed in this paper have only been found through the diligent efforts of academic researchers, sometimes working independently and sometimes contracted by state governments. It is essential that these pre-election audits be increased and that all voting systems are examined for weaknesses that could be exploited by hackers. Within the federal government, the Election Assistance Commission should highlight and advance credible security standards, in coordination with the National Institute for Standards and Technology.\footnote{For more on current efforts, see ‘U.S. Election Assistance Commission: Agency Financial Report’; U.S. Election Assistance Commission, 2015. For more detailed recommendations, see ‘The American Voting Experience: Report and Recommendations of the Presidential Commission on Election Administration’; Presidential Commission on Election Administration.}

States should dedicate resources to supplement federal funding and bolster their security posture.

The Department of Homeland Security has already begun work in this vein. In 2016, as the cybersecurity threats to elections became more apparent, the Department increased its cybersecurity assistance to states and localities. This assistance includes offering vulnerability scans, information on threats, and access to resources and tools relevant to election
cybersecurity. These sorts of steps are part of a baseline of effective defense and contribute to a deterrence strategy by partially denying adversaries the opportunity to do damage.

Fourth, post-election audits should be strengthened and should use more rigorous forms of statistical sampling. After every election, the relevant election commission should count a percentage of randomly sampled paper ballots. The percentage of ballots to be included in an audit depends on the margin of the election, with statistical models guiding the process. If a sufficient number of ballots are included, it is possible to verify with a high degree of certainty that, even if hacking or other irregularities occurred, it did not change the winning candidate; this is known as a risk-limited audit.

Current practices on post-election audits vary enormously by state and in general fall short of what is needed for mathematically-strong confidence. The Election Assistance Commission should take a role in encouraging high standards to ensure rigorous chain of custody procedures, appropriate sampling, and risk-limited audits. Doing so would increase confidence in elections.

Fifth, the United States should put forth a declaratory policy on the vital importance of elections, vowing to impose costs on any state that interferes with the integrity of the process. We recognize that the previous four recommendations, though effective against many threats, may not be enough to thwart some of the most sophisticated adversaries, such as some foreign intelligence services. Against these sophisticated adversaries, which likely have their own interests that the United States could threaten, the United States should articulate a policy of deterrence through cost imposition.


If one of these adversaries tries to interfere with the integrity of the electoral process, the United States should seriously explore means of retaliation. This policy would not necessarily apply to operations targeting confidentiality, such as acquiring voter or party information, which would be considered quasi-acceptable international espionage. It would be activated only if a foreign actor sought to tip an election to one candidate or introduce significant doubt as to the legitimacy of democracy. The integrity of the electoral process is vital to the United States and is worth defending.
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